Arising in the computation of the Arveson-Powers index for *-endomorphisms of 93(Jo) is the notion of a pair of one-parameter semigroups of isometries %f = {U t : t eΓ + } and S? = {S t : t e Γ + } satisfying the commutation relations S*U t = e~λ t I, for Γ the set of real numbers. If Γ is any subgroup of R we show that the C*-algebra 2lp generated by % and S? is canonically unique. %l γ is simple if and only if Γ is dense in R.
was carried out via a characterization of the (commutative) quotient algebras 2t Γ /C Γ , where C Γ is the closed two-sided ideal generated by the commutators in 2lp He determined also that 2lp and 2l Γ ' are isomorphic if and only if the corresponding groups Γ, P are order isomorphic. (A similar analysis, using ^-theoretic techniques, has recently been carried out on the commutator ideals, [13] , see also [19] .) This uniqueness result stands in marked contrast to the abundance of isometric representations of the semigroups Γ+ , as shown in [14] .
The Cuntz algebras O n , n e (oo, 2, 3, ...), are a highly noncommutative generalization of C*(V). For n < oo, O n is defined as the C*-algebra generated by n isometries S\, ... , S n on a Hubert space which satisfy the relations S*Sj = <5 z; 7, and Σ" =1 S/S* = /. These identities characterize O n uniquely, up to isomorphism. O n is a simple C*-algebra; in fact, it possesses the remarkable property that for any non-zero X in O n , there are A, B eθ n satisfying AXB = I, [11, Theorem 1.13 ] (see also Theorem 3.9 below).
If one replaces the second equation above with the inequality Σw=i SiS* < /, then the C*-algebra generated by the polynomials in the Si's is an extension of O n by the compact operators ([11, Proposition 3.1], see also Theorem 2.4 below). Taking n = 1, the C*-algebra generated by a (non-unitary) isometry fits into this framework.
In this work we study a problem which is a combination, in a sense, of the two generalizations discussed briefly above. For a subgroup Γ of R, let ^r = {U y : y e Γ+} and Sf = {S γ : γ e Γ + } be a pair of semigroups of isometries on a separable Hubert space. We assume that ^r an d ^r are related by the Weyl commutation relations (1) S;U 7 = e-λ U 9 7GΓ + , for some fixed λ > 0. Here again we make no assumptions about the continuity of the mappings γ -• S y and γ -> U γ . We should point out that from (1) it follows that each S γ must contain a nontrivial pure isometric part, for γ > 0, since the assertion that S γ is unitary leads to the equation 1-= \\U γ \\ = ||e"" λ3 ΊS y || = e~λ γ , which is absurd. By symmetry, U γ also contains a pure isometric part. We show below in Theorem 2.4 that if Γ is a discrete subgroup of R, then the C*-algebra Sir generated by all operators U γ , S γ , for γ € Γ + , is an extension, as above, of the algebra Oχ by the ideal of compact operators. If Γ is dense, then 2t Γ is simple: in fact, 2lp is strongly simple in the sense shared by the Cuntz algebras that for any X φ 0 there are operators A, B in 2l Γ such that AXB = I (Theorem 3.9). We also show that the C*-aigebras 2l Γ are canonically unique, Theorem 3.12. Our methods of proof of these results rely heavily on some techniques used by J. Cuntz, [11] , and R. G. Douglas, [12] .
The principal motivation for studying this algebra comes from the recent work of R. T. Powers and the author, [17] , relating the index theories of Powers and W. B. Arveson on £Ό-semigroups of *-endomorphism of <B(#), [l]- [3] , [15] [16] [17] . Let a = {a t : t > 0} be a one-parameter semigroup of *-endomorphisms of 2$ (£j). Then a is an £Ό-semigroup if each a t is unital, if α,(<B(ί))) is properly contained in Q3(i3), and if the mapping t -* a t (A) is continuous in the weak operator topology for all A in ®(β). A strongly continuous one-parameter semigroup ^ = {U t : t > 0} of operators (not necessarily isometries) in ©(#) is said to intertwine a, [1] , if for all t > 0 and for all A in 2l(#), U t A = a t (A)U t . It may occur that a has no intertwining semigroups, [16] , However, when intertwining semigroups ^ and S? do exist, it follows, [2] , that there is a complex number c(%, S") such that, for all /,
Modifying S? and % through multiplication by scalar-valued semigroups, one may assume that ^ and S? are semigroups of isometries satisfying (1), [17] . Let % be the family of all strongly continuous intertwining semigroups of a. Arveson's index for a is obtained by calculating the dimension of the Hilbert space completion of the space of functions {/: % -> C: / is finitely non-zero and Σ^^ /{<¥) = 0} in the positive semidefinite inner product (f 9 g) = Σ The Powers' index is obtained by calculating the multiplicity of a certain representation of the dense *-subalgebra 2)(<5) of ®(Λ), where Ί)(δ) is the domain of the infinitesimal generator δ of the oneparameter semigroup a, [15] . The key problem involved in showing that these two versions of index agree is to analyze the structure of a pair of strongly continuous flows of isometries satisfying (1) (see [17] for a proof of the existence of these flows and an analysis of their structure).
We end this section by remarking that W. B. Arveson has defined and analyzed the structure of a separable C*-algebra, called the spectral C*-algebra, associated with an £Ό-semigroup a of endomorphisms. These algebras, which are, along with the index, an outer conjugacy invariant for £Ό-semigroups, are constructed from the product systems E corresponding to a, [3] . As noted by Arveson, this family of algebras contains the Wiener-Hopf C*-algebra as a degenerate case in much the same way that the Toeplitz C* -algebra studied by Coburn is the degenerate case of the Cuntz algebras.
II. The discrete case. In this section we consider the structure of the C*-algebra C*(U ί9 S t ) generated by a pair of isometries U t , S t acting on a separable Hubert space and satisfying the relation (1), for fixed t. As we shall see in the next section, the proof of the simplicity of 2tp, for Γ a dense subgroup of R, depends greatly on the special case considered here.
We begin this section by introducing some notation which shall be used throughout the paper. We denote by % = {U t : t > 0} and by &> = {S t : t > 0} a pair of semigroups of isometries on a separable Hubert space f) which satisfy, for a fixed positive λ > 0, the commutation relations (1) . An explicit construction in [17] shows that such pairs do indeed exist. Let & be the *-algebra of polynomials in the operators U t , St, t > 0. Using (1) and the fact that Ut, S t are isometries, one may always write any polynomial P e 3? as a linear combination of terms of the form we shall see (Lemma 3.1) a polynomial P has one and only one expression as a linear combination of words in reduced form (where we agree to use the semigroup laws U t U s = Ut+ S9 S t S s = S t + S to combine the terms in A as much as possible), so that the length functions are well-defined on reduced words. We say that a word A is even if l(A) = r(A). By Φo(-P) we denote the summand of P consisting of linear combinations of all even words of P. P is said to be even if Φo(-P) = P. Let c^b be the subspace of all even polynomials in &. Using the commutation relations (1) one sees that &>$ is actually a *-subalgebra of &. % is clearly generated as a C* -algebra by the operators T t j, i = 1,2, and it is straightforward to show that the T t j are isometries which satisfy the following identities:
Hence we may apply [11, Proposition 3.1] to obtain the following result. THEOREM 
For t > 0, let 21, be the C*-subalgebra of <B(f)) generated by the isometries U t and S t . Then the projection J t generates a two-sided closed ideal in % isomorphίc to the C*-algebra of compact operators X, and QL t /X is isomorphic to the Cuntz algebra Oι.
As one might suspect from this result, the Cuntz algebra Oι plays a significant role in understanding the structure of the C*-algebras Sir.
III. Simplicity of 2tp for semigroups Γ. In this section we show that if Γ is a dense subgroup of the real numbers, then the C*-algebra 2lp generated by the semigroups of isometries %γ and Sf is simple.
(Unless stated otherwise, we take Γ = R in this section.) Our main tool is to construct a conditional expectation from 2lp to the C*-subalgebra of 2lp generated by the even polynomials ^0 I n order to show that this construction is well-defined, we need the following lemma. there is a positive scalar t k sufficiently small such that J t C = 0 or CJ t = 0 for 0 < t < tk. Let ί be the minimum of the lengths t^, where k ranges over the summands of P such that l(A k ) > / or r{A k )>r. Consider the operators Z ti \ = U t -e~λ t S t and Z ty 2 = S t -e~λ t U t . It is straightforward to show that the Z t j are scalar multiples of isometries and satisfy Z* χ W ul = 0, Z* 2^, i = 0, and Z* t W t j = (1 -e~λ t )I. We may suppose that ^o has the form (6).
scalar multiple of J t , but XM y Ύ = 0 for all other j . But then 0 = X*PY = X*AQY , a contradiction, which yields the result. D Using the uniqueness result above, and following [11] , we note that if % = {U t : t > 0} and 5? = {S t : t > 0} are a pair of semigroups of isometries on a separable Hubert space £j which satisfy^ 1), then the algebra & of polynomials in the operators in % and 5? is algebraically isomorphic to &. Hence we may define a norm || ||o on &> by setting, for P e 3 d , ||P||o = suρ{||π(P)||: π is a separable representation of ^}.
We shall denote by 5f the C*-algebra obtained by completing & in the || ||o-norm, and by -26 we shall denote the completion of the subalgebra &b of even polynomials in &>, see [11, 1.9] .
The result above also shows that there is a unique way of extending the mappings U t^e ιγί U t and S t -+e ιyt S t to *-homomorphisms ay of 9°, for all γ e R. We observe that a y (P) = P for all γ e R if, and only if, Pe^o We also note that the mappings a γ are in fact *-automorphisms of &, since clearly a-γ o a γ = i = a γ o a-γ . Moreover, if π is a separable ^representation of 3° then so is πoα y , whence ||P||o = ||α 7 (P)||o for all p€^. Hence there is a unique extension of ctγ (which we also denote by a γ ) to a *-automorphism of Jϊf, and from the obvious group law a y oa 7o = α y +y 0 on 9°, the family a = {α 7 : γ e M} is a one-parameter group of automorphisms of ^. a is in fact a strongly continuous family; clearly ||α 7 Using some elementary results on almost periodic functions we show (see also [12] ) that the mapping ΦQ is one-to-one on the positive elements. We shall assume J? to be unitally embedded in ©(#) for some Hubert space fj. If P e £P is written as a linear combination of reduced words, P = ΣJ =1 CjAj, then from the expression a γ (P) =
Σ Q j=\ Cje iyξ jAj, where ξj = l(Aj) -r{Aj), it is clear that the mapping γ -• (a y (P)f, g) is an almost periodic function of γ, for any f,geff.
For IE^, consider the function <p(γ) = (a γ (X)f, g) and define φ m (γ) = (a γ (P m )f 9 g) for some sequence of polynomials {P m } converging uniformly to X. Then for yel,
Mr) -<Pm{y)\ = \(* γ (X)f, g) -(a γ (P m )f, g)\
so that φ is the uniform limit of a sequence of almost periodic functions. Hence φ is itself almost periodic, [ As in the previous section let % and S? be a pair of semigroups of isometries acting on the Hubert space ft, and let 21 be the C*-algebraic completion of & in 9$(£j). We shall show that the completion of c^b i n ®C©) i s isometrically *-isomorphic to the completion <S6 of ^o in -£\ To begin this, suppose P = ]Cy=i rf/^ is the unique decomposition of an even polynomial P in 21 into a sum of (even) terms in reduced form. Let L = max{l(Aj): 1 < j < q} (= max{r(yl y ): 1 < j < q}). Using the identities (4), we may further decompose (7.2) and (7.3) so that P may be rewritten as a linear combination of terms, each of which takes one of the following three forms:
Note that any two distinct terms above (with either the same or different forms) have product 0; this follows from Lemma 2.2.2. Using the commutation relations and (5) shows that for fixed r, 0 < r < n, the 4 r terms in &> having the form (8.1) if r = 0, (8.2) if 0 < r < n, and (8.3) if r = n, are matrix units for a 2 r x2 r matrix subalgebra M r of &>. Since BC = 0 for any elements B e 9Jt r and C e fflr 0 , for r Φ ΓQ, the totality of terms of the form in (8) are matrix units for a finite-dimensional C*-subalgebra of &. Since P lies in this algebra, we may reassemble P as a sum of polynomials Σ" = o Pr > where P r € 97l r . Since the subalgebras 9Jt r are mutually orthogonal, it is now clear that \\P\\ = max{||P r ||: 0 < r < n}. Hence we have: PROPOSITION 
Let % and S? be a pair of one-parameter semigroups ofisometries on a Hilbert space S), satisfying (1). Let 3? be the algebra of polynomials in these isometries. If P e ^Q there is a finite-dimensional C*-subalgebra of & containing P.
Using the decomposition of P above we see that for any even polynomial P, ||P|| is the same in any representation of the semigroups % and ^, by the uniqueness of the C*-algebraic norm on finitedimensional matrix algebras. In particular, if 21 is the C*-algebraic completion of % and 5? in %$($)), as above, with norm || ||, then for all Pe&Ό, \\P\\ = \\P\\ 0 (cf. [11, 1.9] ). This yields the following result. Then it is clear, using the relations (5) , that Q r is a projection. It is also straightforward to show, appealing to Lemma 2.2.2 (and recalling that T t χ is a linear combination of U t and S t ) that if B is any term in (9) arising from the decomposition of an uneven reduced term in the expression for P, that QBQ = 0. Hence QAjQ = 0 for all uneven terms Aj . Using the argument establishing that P r Pr Q for r Φ ΓQ in the proof of the proposition above, we also conclude that QrPrfir = 0 for v φ ΓQ . Finally, if B is any term in the decomposition of P r , then it is easy to see, using (5) , that Q r BQ r = B, whence Q r P r Q r = P r . Assembling these equations we obtain Q r PQ r = P r Now suppose r = n. Then we modify an argument in [11] to show that there is a projection Q n e ^0 such that \\Q n PQn\\ = \\Pn\\ Consider the matrix units (8.3) constructed in the proof of the proposition for the 2 n x 2 n matrix algebra Wl n For any ε > 0 it is straightforward to verify that if 2 then Q is a projection in ^, and the mapping D -• QDQ on UK n is an isomorphism from 9Jl n to another matrix subalgebra, Qffl n Q, of c^. It is also easy to verify that if B is any even term of the form in (8.1) or (8.2), then QBQ = 0 by using Lemma 2.2.2. Now suppose B is one of the terms of the form in (9) arising from the decomposition of an uneven term Aj of P. It is clear, again from Lemma 2.2.2, that for any term B of the form in (9.2), (9.3), (9.2'), or (9.30, QBQ = 0. Suppose B is a term of the form (9.1). We have
where γ is some scalar whose value is determined by (4) and the commutation relations (1). Since 1{W) > 0 or l(V) > 0, we may use Lemma 2.2 to prescribe a value of ε sufficiently small such that J ε WV*J ε = 0. But this shows that there is an ε > 0 small enough so that, choosing Q = Q n of the form indicated above, Q n BQ n = 0. Combining all of these results shows that Q n AjQ n = 0 for all uneven terms in the decomposition of P; that Q n PrQn = 0 for 0 < r < n and, since D -• Q n DQ n is an isomorphism on M n , ||Q«^«Q«|| = \\Pn\\. Ώ
Proof. This is clear since ||Φo(-P)|| = HG^GII for some projection Q.
• Using the results above allows us to prove that & is simple. We show in fact that 3* is simple in the very strong sense that the Cuntz algebras QQ are simple. The proof of the following theorem uses some techniques in [11, Theorem 1.13] . We may now prove the following uniqueness result. Then we may consider the polynomial *-algebra 3Pγ generated by the operators U t , S t , t G Γ + , and we define 2lp to be the C*-algebraic completion of 9\ in the norm on 95(β). It is easy to see that the techniques used to prove the results above for the case Γ = R may be applied virtually without change to show that % is a simple C* -algebra, if Γ is dense in R. Combining Theorem 2.4 with these observations, we arrive at the following extension of the results above.
THEOREM 3.12. Let Γ be a subgroup of R with corresponding C*-algebra 2tp. If T is discrete, 2lp contains a maximal closed twosided ideal isomorphic to the C*-algebra of compact operators 3?, and Qlr/3? is isomorphic to the Cuntz algebra Oχ.IfTis dense in R, then 2lp is a simple C*-algebra, and the C* -algebra generated by pairs of semigroups ofisometries %γ, <5f acting on a Hubert space is canonically unique.
It would be interesting to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions on a pair of dense semigroups Γ + , ΓJ of R + for the corresponding C*-algebras 2lp, 2lr o to be isomorphic. In the situation where 9$r > 2$r o are the C*-algebras generated by single one-parameter semigroups Vίγ 9 %γ o of isometries, R. G. Douglas has shown in [12] that *B Γ and Q3p are isomoφhic if and only if Γ and ΓQ are order isomorphic. We suspect that the isomorphism classes of algebras Sip are also determined by order isomorphism classes of semigroups.
